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ABSTRACT

Small RNAs (sRNAs) are important regulators of
gene expression during bacterial stress and patho-
genesis. sRNAs act by forming duplexes with mRNAs
to alter their translation and degradation. In some
bacteria, duplex formation is mediated by the Hfq
protein, which can bind the sRNA and mRNA in each
pair in a random order. Here we investigate the con-
sequences of this random-order binding and exper-
imentally demonstrate that it can counterintuitively
cause high Hfq concentrations to suppress rather
than promote sRNA activity in Escherichia coli. As
a result, maximum sRNA activity occurs when the
Hfq concentration is neither too low nor too high rel-
ative to the sRNA and mRNA concentrations (‘Hfq
set-point’). We further show with models and experi-
ments that random-order binding combined with the
formation of a dead-end mRNA–Hfq complex causes
high concentrations of an mRNA to inhibit its own du-
plex formation by sequestering Hfq. In such cases,
maximum sRNA activity requires an optimal mRNA
concentration (‘mRNA set-point’) as well as an op-
timal Hfq concentration. The Hfq and mRNA set-
points generate novel regulatory properties that can
be harnessed by native and synthetic gene circuits to
provide greater control over sRNA activity, generate
non-monotonic responses and enhance the robust-
ness of expression.

INTRODUCTION

Bacterial small RNAs (sRNAs) play an important role
in rapid adaptation of gene expression to environmental
stress (1) and pathogenesis (2). Most sRNAs inhibit tar-
get gene expression (termed ‘silencing sRNAs’ even if the
amount of decrease in expression is modest) by forming
sRNA–mRNA duplexes that decrease mRNA translation
and/or increase mRNA degradation (3). Less commonly,
sRNAs can activate target gene expression (termed ‘acti-
vating sRNAs’) by forming sRNA–mRNA duplexes that

increase translation and/or decrease mRNA degradation
(4,5). Some sRNAs can act both as inhibitors and activators
of gene expression depending on the specific target mRNA
and conditions (6–11). Rarely, sRNAs not only regulate the
translation and degradation of a target mRNA but also
code for functionally important proteins that are expressed
under some conditions (12).

In many bacteria, including Escherichia coli and
Salmonella typhimurium, duplex formation usually re-
quires the hexameric Hfq protein, which acts as an RNA
chaperone that unfolds sRNA and mRNA sequences and
mediates their annealing (13). In addition, Hfq can help
silence gene expression by blocking ribosome binding and
recruiting RNase E (14). While Hfq is necessary for duplex
formation in some bacteria, the reason for this is enigmatic
(15). sRNAs in many gram positive bacteria including
Staphylococcus aureus and Listeria monocytogenes do
not require Hfq for their activity (16,17). Moreover, even
in bacteria where Hfq is typically required for duplex
formation, there are sRNAs that can form duplexes
independently of Hfq (8,18–21). Given the above, the pos-
sibility must be considered that Hfq involvement in duplex
formation may not have evolved to overcome barriers to
efficient duplex formation, but instead barriers evolved to
prevent duplex formation occurring without Hfq (such
as secondary structures that prevent Hfq independent
duplex formation and short lifetimes for sRNAs when they
are not bound to Hfq). That is, there may be functional
advantages in some bacteria to having duplex formation
dependent on Hfq availability. Requiring Hfq to mediate
duplex formation also places additional constraints on the
evolution of sRNA and target mRNA sequences (22).

One possible advantage of Hfq-mediated duplex forma-
tion may be related to a puzzling and unusual feature of its
kinetics: Hfq can bind the sRNAs and mRNAs in any or-
der for at least some cognate pairs (23–25) (Figure 1A). This
random-order binding, as opposed to compulsory-order
binding, is theoretically inefficient (26). Furthermore, the
random-order (bi-uni) reaction scheme for Hfq-dependent
duplex formation is not known to occur with other bac-
terial and eukaryotic proteins involved in RNA guided si-
lencing mechanisms including Argonaute, PIWI, Aubergine
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Figure 1. Random-order binding results in an optimal Hfq concentration for maximum sRNA activity (‘Hfq set-point’). (A). Random-order, bi-uni reaction
scheme (i.e. two substrates and one product with Hfq being the catalyst) for sRNA–mRNA duplex formation. (B) Simulated duplex formation in bi-uni
reaction schemes with: (i) random-order binding; (ii) random-order binding with negative feedback; and (iii) compulsory-order binding. Regimes 1, 2 and
3 are described in panel C and are separated by vertical dash lines. (C) Illustration of the three regimes for duplex formation. Regime 1 has insufficient
Hfq for the amounts of sRNA and mRNA. Regime 2 has an optimal amount of Hfq so that it is not a limiting factor. Regime 3 has too much Hfq for the
amount of sRNA and mRNA resulting in their sequestration, reduced sRNA–mRNA–Hfq ternary complex formation and consequently reduced duplex
formation. (D) Duplex concentration as a function of relative Hfq production at low or high production rates of sRNA and mRNA. Note: the curves with
high sRNA and low mRNA production rates and low sRNA and high mRNA production rates overlie one another.

and Cas (27–31) (note: these proteins bind the non-coding
RNA first).

Here we investigate random-order binding of sRNAs and
mRNAs to Hfq to determine its functional consequences
and thus how Hfq contributes to the properties of sRNA
regulation. This study has three parts. First, we experimen-
tally demonstrate that suboptimal sRNA activity not only
occurs with too little Hfq but also with too much Hfq be-
cause random-order binding causes sequestration of sR-
NAs and mRNAs in singly bound Hfq complexes. This
was shown for two silencing sRNA–mRNA pairs (RyhB–

sodB and MicC–ompC) and one activating sRNA–mRNA
pair (GlmZ–glmS). The Hfq concentration that results in
maximum sRNA activity for a specified level of sRNA
and mRNA production is termed the ‘Hfq set-point’. Sec-
ond, we experimentally demonstrate that physiological Hfq,
sRNA and mRNA concentrations can create the conditions
for an Hfq set-point and suppression of sRNA activity.
Third, we show theoretically that if there is random-order
binding of sRNAs and mRNAs to Hfq but the mRNA–
Hfq complexes do not lead to sRNA–mRNA–Hfq ternary
complexes, then high mRNA concentrations can sequester
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Hfq in dead-end mRNA–Hfq complexes. This sequestra-
tion of Hfq decreases the concentration of sRNA–Hfq com-
plexes, which are the only effective path to duplex forma-
tion, resulting in decreased sRNA activity. We obtain ex-
perimental evidence that the MicC–ompC pairs form dead-
end mRNA–Hfq complexes and as a consequence maxi-
mum MicC activity requires an optimal mRNA concentra-
tion as well as an optimal Hfq concentration (termed the
‘mRNA set-point’). Together our findings demonstrate that
random-order binding to Hfq alters the general require-
ments and properties of duplex formation, which has im-
portant implications for analyzing and harnessing sRNA
regulation in gene networks.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains and plasmids

Details of strains, plasmids and oligonucleotides are in Sup-
plementary Tables S1 and S2 and Figure S1. Strains and
plasmids will be available through Addgene. Sources of the
plasmids and their components and inserts are reported
elsewhere (32,33).

Measurement of GFP fluorescence

Single colonies were inoculated into Luria-Bertani (LB) me-
dia with a final concentration of 100 �g/ml of ampicillin
and grown overnight at 37◦C and shaking at 200 rpm. Cells
from the overgrown culture were diluted 1/1000 to 1/10
000 in 3 ml of fresh LB with 100 �g/ml of ampicillin and
grown under the same growth conditions. After 3 h, 3–120
�l of culture was inoculated into 3 ml of fresh LB with
100 �g/ml of ampicillin and 0–1000 �M isopropyl �-D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and grown for 2.5 h resulting
in a final OD600nm ∼0.01–0.1. Cells were placed on ice and
measured by flow cytometry using the Beckman–Coulter
EPICS XLMCL (488 nm laser) or FC500 (488 nm laser).
Data were analyzed using Flow Explorer 4.1 (R. Hoebe,
University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
and Matlab software (MathWorks). We assume GFP fluo-
rescence is directly proportional to the GFP concentration.

Measurement of RNA concentrations by quantitative RT-
PCR

Cells from overnight cultures were inoculated into 10 ml of
LB media with a final concentration of 100 �g/ml of ampi-
cillin and 1 mM of IPTG (except for cultures of HL716
which had no ampicillin or IPTG) and grown at 37◦C with
shaking at 200 rpm for ∼3–5 h. Two milliliters of culture
were collected at OD600nm 0.2–0.4, centrifuged, the super-
natant was removed, and the cell pellet frozen on dry ice. To-
tal RNA was extracted from the cell pellet using the RNeasy
kit (Qiagen) with DNase treatment (Qiagen). cDNA was
synthesized from the total RNA using the iScript Select
cDNA Synthesis kit (Bio-Rad) with random primer mix.
Identical cDNA reactions with RNA but without reverse
transcriptase (−RT) were also made. The cDNA and −RT
samples were diluted 1 in 3 with nuclease free water and

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplified in parallel using
the iQ5 Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad) and
iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad). The cycle threshold
(CT) values were automatically specified by the iQ5 soft-
ware. The relative amount of RNA was calculated using the
formula: (2−CTcDNAx−2−CTRTx)/(2−CTcDNA16S−2−CTRT16S),
where CTcDNAx is the CT value for the cDNA using
oligonucleotides that are specific to the sRNA or mRNA
being measured, CTRTx is the CT value measured for the
−RT sample using the same oligonucleotides used to mea-
sured CTcDNAx, CTcDNA16S is the CT value for the
cDNA using oligonucleotides that amplify the 16S rRNA
and CTRT16S is the CT value for the −RT sample with the
same 16S rRNA oligonucleotides as for CTcDNA16S.

Model and simulations

The simulations used a previously reported model (26,34).
In brief, the model uses ordinary differential equations to
describe the kinetics of duplex formation and protein pro-
duction, and we numerically solved the system for steady
state values. The equations include the production, degra-
dation, association and/or dissociation reactions for the
sRNA, target mRNA, Hfq, sRNA–mRNA duplex, tar-
get protein, sRNA–Hfq, mRNA–Hfq and sRNA–mRNA–
Hfq. The model assumes that a single Hfq hexamer is suf-
ficient for duplex formation and that Hfq is recycled fol-
lowing duplex formation and release. RNA cycling on and
off of Hfq (25,35) is included in the model through the dis-
sociation of sRNAs and mRNAs from singly bound Hfq
complexes and sRNA–mRNA–Hfq ternary complexes. The
effect of RNA cycling on the Hfq set-point has been previ-
ously reported (26).

The equations and parameter values for the simulation
have been reported (26,34) but are also included in the Sup-
plementary Methods. The specific values of the rate con-
stants for the association of sRNAs and mRNAs with Hfq
and the dissociation of the Hfq complexes (26) affect the
properties of the Hfq set-point (see ‘Discussion’ section)
(26) but they do not affect whether the Hfq set-point is
present or not (so long as there is random-order binding).
Therefore we chose arbitrary values for the rate constants
and kept the values the same across simulations (unless oth-
erwise stated) so that the results within and between simu-
lations could be directly compared. The values for the rate
constants were the same for sRNAs and mRNAs, therefore
there is no positive or negative cooperativity for RNA bind-
ing in these simulations.

The degradation rate constants for the sRNA and mRNA
were also equal, and furthermore they were the same in the
free and Hfq bound states. While this does not often occur
physiologically, we set the values to be the same so that it
was easier to show that changes in target protein concen-
trations were due to changes in the proportion of duplex
formed and not due to changes in the total sRNA or mRNA
concentration in the system. Furthermore, we previously
showed that the properties of the Hfq set-point are essen-
tially the same whether the degradation rate constants for
free sRNAs and Hfq bound sRNAs are equal or the degra-
dation rate constant for free sRNAs is 10-fold greater than
for Hfq bound sRNAs (26) (also see ‘Discussion’ section).
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Figure 2. RyhB and MicC silencing sRNAs have an Hfq set-point for max-
imum activity. Error bars are the SEM. Vertical dash line in panels E and
G indicates the approximate level of physiological Hfq (see Figure 4). (A)

RESULTS

Silencing sRNAs (RyhB and MicC) have an Hfq set-point

We sought to test our theoretical prediction (26) that
random-order binding of sRNAs and mRNAs to Hfq
results in the need for an optimal Hfq concentration
to achieve maximum sRNA activity at fixed sRNA and
mRNA production rates (Figure 1B). This optimal Hfq
concentration (or range of Hfq concentrations) required
for maximum sRNA activity is referred to as the ‘Hfq set-
point’. The Hfq set-point occurs because there is minimal
duplex formation at both relatively low Hfq concentrations
due to insufficient Hfq and at relatively high Hfq concentra-
tions due to the low free sRNA and free mRNA concentra-
tions because of their sequestration within sRNA–Hfq and
mRNA–Hfq complexes (Figure 1C). Our simulations show
that the Hfq set-point does not occur with compulsory-
order duplex formation (Figure 1B), and is not abolished
by negative feedback (Figure 1B) (note: see ‘Materials and
Methods’ section and Supplementary Material for further
details of the model and simulations).

We designed the following experimental system to specif-
ically investigate the Hfq set-point. In this system, we used
the RyhB and MicC sRNAs, which decrease translation and
increase degradation of the sodB and ompC target mRNAs
respectively (10,32,36) (Figure 2A). Because the Hfq set-
point will be most apparent when the sRNA and mRNA
concentrations are low compared to the Hfq concentra-
tion (Figure 1D) we transcribed the sRNAs and mRNAs
from weak promoters. RyhB and MicC were transcribed
from PConM8 (a synthetic promoter derived from the syn-
thetic PCon promoter with mutations at the −35 and −10
sites that decrease transcription by ∼10-fold; Supplemen-
tary Figure S2A) in strains with chromosomal hfq and ryhB
or micC deleted. The parts of the target mRNA sequences
that are necessary for sRNA activity were fused to the gfp
gene (Figure 2A) as described in other studies (32,37,38).
These fusions allow target protein concentrations (also re-
ferred to as gene ‘expression’) to be measured in vivo by GFP

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Reaction scheme and genetic circuit for RyhB and MicC and their cognate
target mRNAs, sodB and ompC respectively, fused to gfp. Data and line
symbols refer to those used in panels D and F. (B) Simulated GFP expres-
sion and duplex formation for silencing sRNAs. In one scenario, only the
free mRNA is translated and in the second scenario, both free mRNA and
Hfq bound mRNA are translated. Note: arbitrary units (a.u.) in the sim-
ulation and experiments are not the same. (C) Simulated sRNA activity
as a function of relative Hfq concentration for both scenarios described
in panel B. (D) Experimentally measured GFP expression at varying Hfq
production for the RyhB–sodB mRNA pair. Total number of samples (n)
= 24 for each strain with replicate measurements in three different cultures
at each IPTG concentration. Strains: HL6361 (low RyhB, low sodB) and
HL6357 (no RyhB, low sodB). Symbols and lines are defined in panel A.
(E) Experimentally measured RyhB sRNA activity as a function of relative
Hfq production. sRNA activity and relative Hfq concentrations were cal-
culated as described in the main text. (F) Experimentally measured GFP
expression at varying Hfq production for the MicC–ompC mRNA pair.
Total n = 24 for each strain with replicate measurements in three differ-
ent cultures at each IPTG concentration. Strains: HL6566 (low MicC, low
ompC) and HL6555 (no MicC, low ompC). Symbols and lines are defined
in panel A. (G) Experimentally measured MicC sRNA activity as a func-
tion of relative Hfq production. sRNA activity and relative Hfq production
were calculated as described in the main text.
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fluorescence and they minimize the physiological effects of
expressing full-length target proteins. The target mRNAs
were transcribed from PLtetO-1M9 (32), which is a mutated
version of the synthetic PLtetO-1 promoter with ∼10-fold
less transcription (Supplementary Figure S2B). Hfq pro-
duction was controlled by transcribing the hfq gene from
the inducible PLlacO-1 promoter with the very strong T710
ribosome binding sequence (RBS) (Supplementary Figure
S2C). Hfq production was varied by adding different IPTG
concentrations to the media.

We simulated the above experimental setup to predict the
effect of varying Hfq concentrations on steady state lev-
els of target gene expression and sRNA activity. The sim-
ulations were performed using differential equations to de-
scribe the kinetics of the system and parameter values ob-
tained from the literature (26,34) (see ‘Materials and Meth-
ods’ section and Supplementary Material). Two scenarios
were considered: (i) target mRNA is translated only when
it is unbound; and (ii) target mRNA is translated in the un-
bound and Hfq-bound states. If only free target mRNA is
translated, then increasing Hfq will cause the free mRNA
concentration to decrease as more target mRNA shifts to
the Hfq complexes, leading to a decrease in target protein
concentrations that is independent of sRNA activity (Fig-
ure 2B). To take this effect into account, we measured tar-
get gene expression with and without the sRNA, and then
subtracted the former from the latter. This difference is the
activity of the sRNA in the synthetic circuit, which we re-
fer to as ‘sRNA activity’ (Figure 2C). The control without
the sRNA allowed us to take into account the effect that
increasing the Hfq concentration may directly have on tar-
get mRNA translation as well as the indirect effects that it
may have on sRNA and mRNA stability, and the activities
of other endogenous sRNAs that may also be acting on the
target mRNA.

Following the above simulations we measured target gene
expression (GFP) and sRNA activity in our experimental
system with the RyhB–sodB::gfp pair. In the absence of
RyhB, we observed that increasing Hfq production caused
GFP expression from sodB::gfp mRNA to decrease (Fig-
ure 2D). With RyhB, increasing Hfq production caused
GFP expression to decrease and then to increase (note:
small fluctuations in GFP expression between 150 and 1000
�M IPTG were not considered to be significant) (Figure
2D). The values for target gene expression with the sRNA
were subtracted from the values without the sRNA to yield
the sRNA activity for each level of Hfq induction. The
sRNA activity was then plotted as a function of the rela-
tive amount of Hfq produced at each IPTG concentration
(Figure 2E), which was determined by placing gfp directly
under the control of the inducible PLlacO-1 promoter with
the T710 RBS (Supplementary Figure S3). This method of
quantifying the relative Hfq concentrations was shown in an
almost identical system to correlate well with measurements
of the Hfq concentration by quantitative western blotting
(32). We found the sRNA activity initially increased with in-
creased Hfq production but then decreased with more Hfq
production (Figure 2E). That is, maximum sRNA activity
occurs at an intermediate Hfq concentration, which is con-
sistent with the predicted Hfq set-point.

The above experiments were repeated with the MicC–
ompC::gfp pair. In the absence of MicC, increasing Hfq
production primarily decreased GFP expression from
ompC::gfp mRNA (Figure 2F). In the presence of MicC,
increasing Hfq production caused GFP expression to de-
crease and then increase. MicC sRNA activity at different
levels of Hfq production, which was calculated as described
for RyhB, was maximal at an intermediate Hfq production
rate (Figure 2G). This result is also consistent with an Hfq
set-point.

An activating sRNA (GlmZ) has an Hfq set-point

In the next set of experiments we examined whether an ac-
tivating sRNA (GlmZ) also has an Hfq set-point. GlmZ
binds the intergenic region of the glmUS target mRNA af-
ter the mRNA has been cleaved by RNase E resulting in a
GlmZ–glmS duplex that increases translation and decreases
glmS degradation (39,40).

An experimental system was constructed for the GlmZ–
glmS pair that was very similar to that used for the si-
lencing sRNAs. The system was modified to test the pre-
diction that the Hfq set-point depends not on the abso-
lute Hfq concentration but on the Hfq concentration rela-
tive to that of the sRNA and mRNA concentrations. The
sRNA and mRNA concentrations were altered by tran-
scribing them with strong or weak promoters (Figure 3A).
We removed 6 nt from the 3’ end of the PCon and PConM8
promoter sequences because they prevented GlmZ activ-
ity (probably because they altered GlmZ secondary struc-
ture) to create strong and weak promoters (PConshort and
PConM8short respectively). The glmS::gfp fusion target
mRNA was transcribed from the strong PLtetO-1 promoter
or weak PLtetO-1M9 promoter (Figure 3A and Supple-
mentary Figure S2B). GlmZ and glmS were transcribed in
four combinations to produce: (i) low sRNA, low mRNA;
(ii) low sRNA, high mRNA; (iii) high sRNA, low mRNA;
and (iv) high sRNA, high mRNA. The measurements were
performed in a strain without chromosomal glmZ and hfq.
As with the silencing sRNAs, Hfq production was varied by
transcribing hfq from the PLlacO-1 promoter with the T710
RBS and adding different IPTG concentrations to the me-
dia (Figure 3A).

Simulations of our model of the GlmZ–glmS system show
the level of GFP expression should be proportional to the
sRNA–mRNA duplex concentration (Figure 3B) and that
an Hfq set-point should also occur for this activating sRNA
(Figure 3C). Furthermore the simulations predict the Hfq
set-point will be most evident at low sRNA and low mRNA
production rates.

Measurements in our experimental system confirmed
the predictions of the model. Specifically, our experimen-
tal measurements show a clear Hfq set-point at low glmZ
and/or low glmS::gfp transcription; that is, increasing Hfq
production up to a certain level increases sRNA activity and
then further increases in Hfq production decrease sRNA
activity (left upper, left lower and right upper panels, Fig-
ure 3D). At high glmZ and high glmS::gfp transcription
rates, increasing Hfq production up to a certain level also
increases sRNA activity but then further increases in Hfq
production result in comparatively little decrease in sRNA
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Figure 3. GlmZ activating sRNA has an Hfq set-point for maximum activity. (A). Reaction scheme and genetic circuit for GlmZ and glmS target mRNA.
GFP expression only occurs when the GlmZ–glmS::gfp duplex is translated. Data and line symbols refer to panel D. (B) Simulated GFP expression and
duplex formation for an activating sRNA. (C) Simulated GlmZ activity as a function of relative Hfq production (see main text). (D) Experimentally
measured GFP expression and sRNA activity at varying Hfq induction levels and different combinations of low and high transcription rates for the sRNA
and mRNA. sRNA activity was calculated by subtracting the average GFP fluorescence value without GlmZ from the average value with GlmZ at each level
of Hfq induction. Relative Hfq production was determined as described in the main text. Vertical dash lines indicate the approximate level of physiological
Hfq (see Figure 4 and main text). Error bars are the SEM for GFP expression or the root mean square error calculated from the SEM for sRNA activity. In
each GFP expression plot n = 24 for each strain with replicate measurements in three different cultures at each IPTG concentration, except at high sRNA
and high mRNA and at low sRNA and low mRNA where n = 40 for each strain with measurements in quintuplicate cultures at each IPTG concentration.
Strains: HL6526 (low GlmZ, low glmS), HL6527 (low GlmZ, high glmS), HL6476 (high GlmZ, low glmS), HL6477 (high GlmZ, high glmS), HL6379 (no
GlmZ, low glmS) and HL6380 (no GlmZ, high glmS).

activity (lower right panel, Figure 3D). These experiments
demonstrate an Hfq set-point for an activating sRNA, and
this set-point depends on the relative (rather than the abso-
lute) concentration of Hfq to the sRNA and mRNA con-
centrations.

Comparison of physiological and synthetic Hfq concentra-
tions

In E. coli the Hfq hexamer concentration is in the range of
4000–10 000 per cell (41–43), which should be sufficient to
create a set-point for many endogenous sRNAs and mR-
NAs that are at relatively low concentrations (44–48). To ex-
plore this point we compared the physiological Hfq concen-
tration to that in our synthetic system. This was performed
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Figure 4. Comparison of physiological and induced concentrations of
Hfq, sRNAs and mRNAs. Error bars are the SEM. (A) Schematic of the
experimental system. sRNA activity with chromosomal (chr.) hfq was mea-
sured by its effect on the expression of the target mRNA (sodB::gfp). For
comparison, Hfq production was increased from a plasmid copy of hfq
under the control of PLlacO-1 in an hfq deletion strain until the same ex-
pression levels were achieved as with chromosomal hfq. The color of the

by measuring target protein expression (GFP) at fixed pro-
duction rates of sRNA and target mRNA and either with
varying levels of induced Hfq or with physiological Hfq.
GFP expression should be the same when the amount of in-
duced Hfq equals the physiological amount of Hfq. In our
system, RyhB and sodB::gfp were constitutively transcribed
from weak promoters and hfq was transcribed either from
the inducible PLlacO-1 promoter (in a strain with chromo-
somal hfq deleted) or from the endogenous chromosomal
hfq (Figure 4A). The circuit with the inducible hfq was the
same as in Figure 2D, E except that we chose a moderately
strong st7 RBS for hfq because we expected physiological
Hfq levels to be much less than that generated with the com-
bination of a very strong T710 RBS, a strong promoter and
many copies of hfq because it is on a plasmid.

With our experimental system we found that increasing
Hfq production caused GFP expression to decrease and
then increase (Figure 4B). The ‘dip’ in GFP expression is
consistent with an Hfq set-point. In contrast, GFP expres-
sion was relatively constant in the control strain with chro-
mosomal hfq, which is expected because it had no gene un-
der the control of the PLlacO-1 promoter (Figure 4B). GFP
expression with the induced hfq is the same as the chromo-
somal hfq (i.e. where the two lines intersect in Figure 4B) at
two IPTG concentrations: ∼50–100 �M and at 1000 �M.
These IPTG concentrations correspond to ∼40 and ∼100%
of maximum Hfq induction with the st7 RBS (Supplemen-
tary Figure S4).

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
boxes to the left indicate the corresponding data and line colors in panel
B. Strains: HL6370 (plasmid hfq with st7 RBS) and HL6581 (chr. hfq). (B)
Experimentally measured GFP expression (with constant transcription of
target mRNA and sRNA) as a function of IPTG concentration for the sys-
tems shown in panel A. Connecting lines are guides to the eye that connect
the mean GFP expression at each IPTG concentration. Vertical dash line
indicates the IPTG concentration predicted to produce an induced level of
Hfq that is equivalent to the level from chr. hfq (see main text). n = 21 for
each strain with measurements in three replicate cultures at each concen-
tration. (C) Schematic of the experimental system, which is the same as
that shown in the lower row of panel A except that chr. hfq is present and
the induced hfq either had a moderately strong RBS (st7) or a very strong
RBS (T710). The color of the boxes to the left indicate the corresponding
data and line colors in panel D. (D) Experimentally measured GFP expres-
sion from the target mRNA (with constant transcription of target mRNA
and sRNA) as a function of IPTG concentration for the systems shown in
panel C. Lines are guides to the eye that connect the mean GFP expression
at each IPTG concentration. Horizontal dash line shows the starting level
of GFP expression with only chromosomal hfq expressed and no induc-
tion from PLlacO-1. Note: GFP expression was measured on a different
FACS machine to the experiments in panel B and therefore the absolute
values cannot be directly compared. Vertical dash line indicates the con-
centration of Hfq from chr. hfq alone. n = 10 for each strain with mea-
surements in duplicate at each concentration. Strains: HL6199 (chr. hfq +
plasmid hfq with st7 RBS) and HL6200 (chr. hfq + plasmid hfq with T710
RBS). (E) Experimentally measured relative sRNA and mRNA concen-
trations in cells with endogenous genes on the chromosome (in HL716)
and in cells with constitutive transcription of sRNAs and mRNAs from
a plasmid (HL1178, HL2839, HL3373, HL3395, HL5963 and HL6257).
The sRNA and mRNA concentrations are normalized to the 16S loading
control. Each sRNA and mRNA was measured in three replicate cultures
(each measurement is shown by an unfilled square). The mean value in
each set of samples is indicated by a horizontal line. In these experiments
all the plasmid mRNAs and sRNAs were transcribed from the PLlacO-1
promoter except GlmZ which was transcribed from the pConshort pro-
moter.
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To determine which level corresponds to the physiologi-
cal Hfq concentration we varied the induced hfq in the pres-
ence of chromosomal hfq in our experimental system (Fig-
ure 4C). In other words, induction of Hfq will result in con-
centrations that are equal to (at 0 �M IPTG) or greater
than the physiological Hfq concentration. If the physiolog-
ical Hfq concentration corresponds to the lower IPTG con-
centration, then induction of Hfq should cause GFP ex-
pression to decrease then increase. If on the other hand, the
physiological Hfq concentration corresponds to the higher
IPTG concentration, then induction of Hfq should only
cause GFP expression to increase. The inducible hfq had the
moderately strong st7 RBS or the very strong T710 RBS. We
found with the st7 and the T710 RBS that the induction of
Hfq initially decreased GFP expression before causing it to
increase (Figure 4D). Therefore, the physiological Hfq con-
centration corresponds to the lower level of induction with
the st7 RBS in the previous experiment (which corresponds
to ∼40% of maximum induction with st7 or ∼20% of maxi-
mum induction with T710). The latter was determined from
Supplementary Figures S3 and S4 and this estimated level
of physiological Hfq is indicated in Figures 2E, G and 3D by
a vertical dash line. In these experiments we noticed again
that high Hfq concentrations can almost completely elimi-
nate sRNA silencing.

The above experiments show that the physiological Hfq
concentration is just below the Hfq set-point for the lev-
els of RyhB and sodB in our experimental system (i.e. ver-
tical dash line is just to the left of the Hfq concentration
where there is maximum sRNA activity and therefore min-
imum target gene expression; Figure 4B). Even though the
levels of RyhB and sodB were generated by transcription
from weak promoters they are still likely to be higher than
many native sRNAs and mRNAs (44–48). Furthermore
even highly transcribed and stable sRNAs and mRNAs will
have low concentrations at some periods such as when they
are turned on or off and if they are consumed in duplexes.
To provide a rough sense of how sRNA and mRNA levels
in our system compare to that of endogenous genes in wild-
type cells under the same conditions we measured them by
quantitative RT-PCR (Figure 4E). As expected, under non-
stress, exponential growth conditions most endogenous sR-
NAs and mRNAs are not highly transcribed and their con-
centrations are usually <1% of that from the strong promot-
ers in our system (Figure 4E and Supplementary Figure S5).
Given that the transcriptional output from our weak pro-
moters is ∼10% of the strong promoters (Supplementary
Figure S2A and B) then the endogenous sRNAs and mR-
NAs are at concentrations that are <10% of that from the
weak promoters. That is, during exponential growth under
non-stress conditions, the endogenous sRNA and mRNA
concentrations are within the regime where there is a rel-
atively high Hfq concentration and suppression of sRNA
activity. Care must be taken in further interpreting these rel-
ative levels of sRNAs and mRNAs because they do not dis-
criminate between the free, Hfq bound and sRNA–mRNA
duplex forms, and because the total levels may not be in-
dicative of the transcription rate of the sRNAs and mRNAs
or sRNA activity due to increased degradation or stabiliza-
tion of sRNAs and mRNAs in Hfq complexes and duplexes.

In summary, our experiments show that suppression of
sRNA activity by relatively high endogenous Hfq concen-
trations can occur under some physiological conditions (i.e.
during exponential growth under non-stress conditions).

Random-order binding with a dead-end mRNA–Hfq complex
creates an mRNA set-point

We now investigate how sRNA and mRNA concentrations
can affect sRNA activity due to random-order binding to
Hfq, and how this is affected if the two pathways to duplex
formation are unequal. In regard to the latter, there is no
reason why the two paths to duplex formation should be
the same. For example, an mRNA bound to one face of the
Hfq could occlude sRNA binding on the other face thereby
making duplex formation via the mRNA–Hfq complex less
efficient than via the sRNA–Hfq complex.

A simulation was performed to compare the effect on
target gene expression and sRNA activity if the sRNA–
Hfq complex cannot bind the mRNA or the mRNA–Hfq
complex cannot bind the sRNA (Figure 5A). That is, the
sRNA–Hfq complex and mRNA–Hfq complex are dead-
ends that only serve to sequester one of the RNAs. The
dead-end complexes do not eliminate the Hfq set-point but
they do decrease the amount of duplex formation (Figure
5B). In addition, maximum sRNA activity is also dependent
on an optimal mRNA production rate if there are dead-
end mRNA–Hfq complexes (Figure 5C) or on an optimal
sRNA production rate if there are dead-end sRNA–Hfq
complexes (Supplementary Figure S6E). We refer to these
optimal mRNA and sRNA production rates as the mRNA
and sRNA set-points respectively (Figure 5C and Supple-
mentary Figure S6E). The simulated mRNA set-point oc-
curs because increasing the mRNA concentration initially
leads to more duplex formation due to more mRNA bind-
ing to the sRNA–Hfq complex but then further increasing
the mRNA concentration sequesters significant amounts of
Hfq causing decreases in the sRNA–Hfq complex concen-
tration and duplex formation. The same logic applies to the
sRNA set-point except that in this case high sRNA concen-
trations sequester Hfq away from the mRNA–Hfq complex
to the dead-end sRNA–Hfq complex resulting in less du-
plex formation. To be clear, sRNA–mRNA pairs that have
an mRNA or sRNA set-point will also always have an Hfq
set-point but the reverse is not true. That is, the Hfq set-
point, mRNA set-point and sRNA set-point all occur due
to random-order binding but the latter two set-points also
require an mRNA–Hfq dead-end complex or an sRNA–
Hfq dead-end complex.

We created an experimental system to investigate the
above predictions for the mRNA set-point (Figure 5D). In
the system, production of the target mRNA (sodB or ompC
fused to gfp) was varied using the inducible PLlacO-1 pro-
moter. In addition, transcription of the cognate sRNAs was
constitutive and chromosomal hfq was present. We mea-
sured GFP expression at different levels of target mRNA
transcription with and without the cognate sRNA (Figure
5E and F). The amount of sRNA activity is the difference
in GFP expression with and without the sRNAs. We found
that MicC activity increased with increasing ompC produc-
tion up to a point but then clearly decreased until there
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Figure 5. Effect of random-order binding and a dead-end mRNA–Hfq complex on sRNA activity. Error bars are the SEM of duplicate measurements
(panels E, F,I and K) or root mean square error calculated from the SEM (panels G,H and L). (A–C) Simulated sRNA activity for a target mRNA as
a function of Hfq production or mRNA production. Only the free mRNA is translated. Three different reactions schemes are simulated: (1) a dead-end
sRNA–Hfq complex that cannot bind the mRNA; (2) a dead-end mRNA–Hfq complex that cannot bind the sRNA; and (3) no dead-end complex and both
the sRNA–Hfq and mRNA–Hfq complexes can bind the mRNA and sRNA respectively (panel A). Panel B shows an Hfq set-point and panel C shows an
mRNA set-point. The simulated sRNA set-point is shown in Supplementary Figure S6E. (D) Genetic circuit used to determine if an mRNA set-point occurs
in vivo at varying target mRNA concentrations in the presence of chromosomal (chr.) hfq. (E and F) Experimentally measured GFP expression as a function
of ompC and sodB mRNA transcription. Total n = 20 for each strain with replicate measurements in two cultures. (G and H) Experimentally measured
MicC and RyhB sRNA activity as a function of relative mRNA production. sRNA activity was calculated by subtracting the average GFP fluorescence
value with the sRNA from the average value without the sRNA at each level of mRNA induction. Relative mRNA production was determined using
previously reported data (32). Strains: HL2304 (MicC, ompC), HL3186 (no MicC, ompC), HL2300 (RyhB, sodB) and HL2817 (no RyhB, sodB). Vertical
dash line indicates the relative mRNA production that results in maximum sRNA activity (i.e. the mRNA set-point). (I) Experimentally measured GFP
expression as a function of ompC mRNA transcription in the presence of chr. hfq and DsrA or RyhB. The genetic circuit was identical to that in panel
D except that DsrA or RyhB substituted for MicC. Strains: HL3619 (DsrA, ompC), HL3186 (No DsrA or RyhB, ompC) and HL3612 (RyhB, ompC). (J)
Simulated effect of two different Hfq production rates (1× and 2.5×) on the mRNA set-point for a target mRNA that is only translated in the free form
and with a dead-end mRNA–Hfq complex. (K and L) Experimentally measured GFP expression and sRNA activity as a function of mRNA production
in the presence of additional Hfq. Vertical dash line from panel G is shown to highlight the shift in the mRNA set-point (see main text). The genetic circuit
used to investigate the effect of additional Hfq on the mRNA set-point is the same as that shown in panel D except there are additional copies of hfq that
are on a multicopy plasmid and transcribed from the PLtetO-1 promoter with the st7 RBS. Strains: HL2325 (MicC, ompC) and HL3611 (no MicC, ompC).
n = 20 for each strain with measurements in duplicate cultures.
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was no activity (Figure 5G). This pattern for MicC-ompC
is consistent with a dead-end mRNA–Hfq complex gener-
ating an mRNA set-point under the conditions measured.
RyhB activity was also increased with increasing sodB tran-
scription until very high levels of sodB mRNA transcription
were achieved and then it decreased by a small amount (Fig-
ure 5H). The small decrease in RyhB activity was associated
with a lower growth rate in the control strain without RyhB
and therefore is probably a non-specific physiological effect
of high sodB mRNA levels (due to the absence of RyhB si-
lencing) rather than evidence for an mRNA set-point.

According to our model the mRNA set-point occurs due
to ompC mRNA sequestering Hfq away from the MicC–
Hfq complex which is the only viable pathway to duplex for-
mation. Therefore the mRNA set-point should not occur if
ompC transcription is increased without its cognate sRNA.
We experimentally tested this prediction of the model by re-
peating the above experiments with chromosomal hfq and
either RyhB or DsrA, which are sRNAs that are not known
to interact directly with ompC. We observed that gene ex-
pression with RyhB or DsrA is almost identical to the con-
trol without an sRNA, except at high ompC production
rates with RyhB, which reaches a plateau for reasons that
are unclear (Figure 5I). The curves were in stark contrast to
that seen with MicC (Figure 5E). Therefore as predicted a
cognate sRNA–mRNA pair is required for the mRNA set-
point, and this experiment excludes the possibility that high
production rates were somehow causing ompC to directly or
indirectly inhibit its own translation.

Because the mRNA set-point is due to sRNAs and mR-
NAs competing for Hfq, additional Hfq should alter the
mRNA set-point. To predict precisely how additional Hfq
will affect the mRNA set-point, we simulated an increase in
Hfq production in our model of 2.5-fold (the approximate
increase in Hfq with an additional copy of hfq under the
control of the PLtetO-1 promoter and st7 RBS). The sim-
ulation predicted that additional Hfq should: (i) shift the
mRNA set-point to a higher mRNA production rate, (ii)
minimally increase the maximum amount of sRNA activ-
ity, (iii) substantially decrease the amount of sRNA activity
at the mRNA concentration that was the set-point without
the additional Hfq and (iv) decrease the drop in sRNA ac-
tivity to the right of the peak (if there is an upper limit to
mRNA production) (Figure 5J). Points (ii) and (iii) above
are particularly important predictions because they would
not be expected to be observed if the additional Hfq simply
allows more duplexes to form due to it having been a limit-
ing factor for duplex formation. Specifically, if the mRNA
set-point is due to Hfq being a limiting factor for duplex
formation, then we would expect the additional Hfq to sub-
stantially increase the maximum amount of sRNA activity
(assuming sRNA was not also limiting) and result in the
same or more sRNA activity at the mRNA concentration
that was the set-point without the additional Hfq.

We experimentally tested the predicted effects of addi-
tional Hfq on the mRNA set-point by repeating the pre-
vious set of MicC-ompC experiments with Hfq expressed
from a plasmid in addition to the endogenous chromosomal
hfq (Figure 5K and L). Measurements of target gene expres-
sion and sRNA activity confirmed all four predictions of the
simulations: (i) a shift in the mRNA set-point to a higher

mRNA production rate, (ii) a very small to no increase in
the maximum amount of sRNA activity, (iii) a substantial
decrease in sRNA activity at the mRNA concentration that
was the set-point without the additional Hfq (vertical dash
line in Figure 5L) and (iv) a reduction in the amount of drop
in sRNA activity at maximum mRNA production. There-
fore our experiments provide strong support for the mRNA
set-point and the proposed mechanism that generates it.

Additional control experiments were performed to sup-
port the above findings (Supplementary Figure S6). In brief,
we repeated the above experiments for the RyhB–sodB and
MicC–ompC pairs with varying mRNA production rates
in strains without hfq (Supplementary Figure S6A–D). As
expected, we found that without hfq there was much less
sRNA activity (a small amount of sRNA activity can oc-
cur without Hfq as previously reported (32)). In addition,
we examined the effect of varying sRNA transcription for
the RyhB–sodB and MicC–ompC pairs and did not find
any evidence of an sRNA set-point (Supplementary Figure
S6E–H). We did not expect an sRNA set-point for MicC-
ompC because it has an mRNA set-point, and the mRNA
and sRNA set-points are mutually exclusive for a given
sRNA–mRNA pair. For the RyhB–sodB pair, the absence
of evidence for an sRNA set-point may be because it does
not form an sRNA–Hfq dead-end complex or because we
did not achieve sufficiently high sRNA levels to sequester
enough Hfq to reduce duplex formation via the mRNA–
Hfq complex.

In summary, our model predicted that the combination
of random-order binding of sRNAs and mRNAs to Hfq
and a dead-end mRNA–Hfq complex can create an mRNA
set-point where maximum sRNA activity requires not only
an optimal Hfq concentration but also an optimal mRNA
concentration. The requirement of an optimal mRNA con-
centration was predicted to occur because if there is too lit-
tle mRNA then this limits duplex formation and if there
is too much mRNA then it sequesters Hfq causing a lack
of free Hfq and sRNA–Hfq complexes which limits du-
plex formation. We experimentally identified an mRNA set-
point for the MicC–ompC pair. In addition, we experimen-
tally confirmed for the MicC–ompC pair that: (i) additional
Hfq alters the properties of the mRNA set-point in four
very specific ways that were predicted by the model; and
(ii) the ompC mRNA set-point is due to competition for
Hfq between the mRNA and its cognate sRNA (by showing
that the mRNA set-point does not occur between the ompC
mRNA and the non-cognate sRNAs RyhB and DsrA). One
of the consequences of an sRNA–mRNA pair having an
mRNA set-point is that it reduces maximum sRNA activity
at the Hfq set-point (compare the simulated peak in sRNA
activity for the Hfq set-point with and without the dead-
end mRNA–Hfq complex in Figure 5B); this may be a con-
tributing factor in why MicC caused a lower fold change in
gene expression compared to RyhB in an earlier experiment
(Figure 2D and F).

DISCUSSION

In this study we investigated the consequences of random-
order binding of sRNAs and their target mRNAs to Hfq.
We have now experimentally confirmed the prediction of
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an Hfq set-point (26) for three sRNA–mRNA pairs. Ear-
lier experimental studies probably did not identify the Hfq
set-point because the Hfq concentration was not sufficiently
high relative to the high sRNA and mRNA concentrations,
even in studies that expressed additional Hfq (32,43). There-
fore previous studies measured sRNA activity under condi-
tions that were to the left of the Hfq set-point (Figure 1B)
where maximum sRNA activity is threshold-limited; that
is, the amount of duplex formation is determined by the
amount of whatever factor is limiting.

The Hfq set-point is likely to be physiologically impor-
tant. We and others have already experimentally demon-
strated that if the physiological Hfq concentration is too low
relative to the sRNA and mRNA concentrations then max-
imum sRNA activity will be reduced (32,43,45,49). Here
we experimentally show the opposite scenario may occur
when physiological Hfq concentrations are too high rela-
tive to the sRNA and mRNA concentrations. This finding
is predicted by the model to occur because of an increase in
singly-bound Hfq complexes causing a decrease in duplex
formation. There is also supporting evidence from in vitro
studies that high Hfq concentrations can sequester sRNAs
and mRNAs (24,25). Conditions where the physiological
Hfq concentration is relatively high are likely to be com-
mon given that Hfq is one of the most abundant proteins in
the cell (41–43) and that many native sRNAs and mRNAs
are present at low concentrations (44–48). Furthermore, all
sRNAs and mRNAs will have transiently low concentra-
tions when transcription is first turned on or after a period
following transcription being turned off. We have shown in
our model (Figure 1B) and in our experiments with chro-
mosomal hfq that negative feedback regulation of Hfq (50)
does not affect the Hfq set-point (it only makes it harder to
alter the Hfq concentration).

The Hfq set-point is unlikely to be due to aggregation of
Hfq hexamers. The aggregation of Hfq (if it occurs) could
cause sRNA activity to plateau at high Hfq concentrations
but it should not by itself cause sRNA activity to decrease.
For sRNA activity to decrease there would also need to
be some sort of threshold-limited positive feedback mech-
anism associated with aggregate formation, and we are not
aware of any evidence for this. Furthermore, if aggregation
occurs at high Hfq production rates causing less free Hfq
hexamer than at lower Hfq productions rates, then our con-
trols without the cognate sRNA should have shown less di-
rect and indirect effects of Hfq on target mRNA expression
and therefore higher target gene expression at high Hfq pro-
duction rates; but this was not observed (Figure 2D and F).

The Hfq set-point appears to constrain sRNA activity be-
cause maximum duplex formation will only occur at specific
sRNA, mRNA and Hfq concentrations. In contrast, duplex
formation without Hfq or compulsory-order binding of
Hfq only requires that the sRNA, mRNA and/or Hfq reach
a threshold level to achieve a specified level of maximum
activity (32,34,37,51–53). The properties of the Hfq set-
point showed differences among the MicC–ompC, RyhB–
sodB and GlmZ–glmS pairs. These differences include the
maximum amount of sRNA activity and the minimum Hfq
concentration needed to achieve maximum sRNA activity
(Figures 2E, G and 3D), which we have previously shown in
simulations (26) to depend on the rates of: (i) association of

sRNAs and mRNAs with Hfq; (ii) dissociation of sRNAs
and mRNAs from Hfq complexes; (iii) duplex formation
and release from the Hfq ternary complexes; and (iv) for-
mation and dissociation of non-cognate ternary Hfq com-
plexes (26). We also observed differences in the range over
which the Hfq concentration was able to mediate efficient
sRNA activity (previously referred to as ‘Hfq robustness’)
among the MicC–ompC, RyhB–sodB and GlmZ–glmS pairs
(Figures 2E, G and 3D). Simulations have shown that ro-
bustness depends on all four of the above factors as well
as whether there is preferential association of sRNAs over
mRNAs (or vice versa) for free or singly bound Hfq com-
plexes, and whether there is cooperativity in the association
or dissociation of sRNAs and mRNAs with Hfq (26).

One factor that simulations show does not have much
impact on the properties of the Hfq set-point is the rela-
tive magnitude of the degradation rates for free and Hfq
bound sRNAs (26). Many sRNAs including MicC, RyhB
and GlmZ have a greater degradation rate when they are
not bound to Hfq (32,54). This difference in the degrada-
tion rates of sRNAs in the free and Hfq bound states has
minimal effect on sRNA activity because at low Hfq con-
centrations free sRNAs are in relative excess and therefore
greater degradation in the free state has minimal impact
on sRNA–Hfq concentrations and consequently on duplex
formation. At intermediate or high Hfq concentrations, sR-
NAs efficiently form duplexes or sRNA–Hfq complexes re-
sulting in low free sRNA concentrations, therefore greater
degradation of free sRNAs under these conditions also has
minimal impact on duplex formation.

So why has E. coli evolved an Hfq set-point (or alterna-
tively evolved not to be constrained by it)? One explana-
tion might be that Hfq is essential for one or more reac-
tion steps in duplex formation (e.g. chaperone activity) but
there is plenty of evidence that sRNAs in E. coli and other
bacteria can evolve to form duplexes without Hfq (see ‘In-
troduction’ section). A second explanation is that Hfq is
not essential for duplex formation but it does make it more
efficient. However, others have shown that more efficient
Hfq-independent duplex formation can occur when an Hfq-
dependent sRNA is mutated (21). Furthermore, if the pri-
mary role of Hfq was to make duplex formation more effi-
cient then we would have expected compulsory-order bind-
ing of sRNAs and mRNAs to Hfq to always occur (26).

A third explanation for random-order binding is that
it can produce properties with advantages that outweigh
its disadvantages. These properties may include: (i) further
minimizing the effect that low sRNA levels, which may
arise from leaky or transient transcription, have on tar-
get gene expression by sequestering them; and (ii) enabling
the Hfq concentration to select which sRNA–mRNA pairs
can function based on their kinetics. To elaborate on the
latter, because the kinetics of duplex formation for each
sRNA–mRNA pair are different, the Hfq set-point allows
the Hfq concentration to selectively limit the activity of
some sRNA–mRNA pairs but not others (compare sRNA
activity at a relative Hfq concentration of 2 × 10−1 in the ex-
periments shown in Figure 2E and G). The above properties
increase the potential for greater control of sRNA regula-
tion by making it conditional on specific requirements that
do not occur with Hfq-independent duplex formation or
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compulsory-order binding. It should be noted that random-
order binding should not impact other properties of sRNA
regulation including generating threshold-linear responses
(37,52), filtering low amplitude and transient signals in gene
regulation (51,52) and propagating signals with less delay
(34,53).

The question of why random-order binding occurs di-
rectly relates to: (i) why mRNAs can directly bind Hfq
(rather sRNAs bound to Hfq always serving as a guide to
find their cognate mRNAs, which would prevent Hfq being
sequestered by mRNAs that do not have any cognate sRNA
present); and (ii) why Hfq is able to directly repress trans-
lation without an sRNA (as we observed in experiments
with ompC and sodB). Both of these features have also been
shown in vitro so it is clear that the ability of Hfq to bind
directly to mRNAs and inhibit their translation (55,56) is
not simply because of some missed in vivo interaction of
Hfq with another unknown sRNA. One explanation is that
Hfq may be binding and silencing some mRNAs to dampen
the effect of fluctuations in their concentration due to tran-
scription, which is typically one of the ‘noisiest’ processes in
gene expression (57). That is, Hfq may act like a pH buffer
to prevent changes in the free mRNA concentration. There
are two appealing features to this explanation. The first is
that it may explain why Hfq binds mRNAs in bacteria that
do not need Hfq for duplex formation (e.g. S. aureus and
Bacillus subtilis) (58,59). The second is that it shifts the per-
spective from thinking about how the binding of mRNAs
directly to Hfq makes sense in the context of duplex for-
mation to how duplex formation fits with Hfq’s role in pro-
viding robust control of target gene expression. From this
latter perspective, the constraints on sRNA regulation due
to the Hfq set-point can be seen as advantageous because
they minimize the impact of transient signals and stochas-
tic fluctuations in sRNA production (the latter being more
likely to occur at low concentrations) thereby making target
gene expression more robust.

We have shown in our models and experiments that an
additional consequence of Hfq being able to bind directly
to many mRNAs without first binding to their cognate sR-
NAs is that it can create an mRNA set-point if the mRNA–
Hfq complex is a dead-end and the sRNA is also able to
bind directly to Hfq. As stated earlier, in the presence of
a dead-end mRNA–Hfq complex the maximum sRNA ac-
tivity depends not only on having an optimal Hfq concen-
tration but also on having an optimal mRNA concentra-
tion. The latter occurs because at low mRNA concentra-
tions there is insufficient mRNA, which limits the amount
of duplex formed, and at high mRNA concentrations the
mRNA can sequester the Hfq resulting in decreased con-
centrations of sRNA–Hfq complexes and consequently less
duplex formation. To be clear, an mRNA set-point does
not occur simply because the mRNA concentration exceeds
the sRNA concentration. There must be an mRNA–Hfq
dead-end complex; without the dead-end complex, once
the mRNA concentration exceeds the sRNA concentration
then the amount of sRNA activity simply reaches a maxi-
mum level at a particular mRNA concentration and further
increases in mRNA concentration have no effect (rather
than decreasing sRNA activity as we observed; Figure 5G).
While it remains unclear whether mRNA set-points occur

with endogenous sRNA–mRNA pairs, our demonstration
that it can be observed in vivo with an engineered sRNA reg-
ulatory system shows that it needs to be considered in future
studies and factored into the design of synthetic circuits.
Furthermore, the accurate prediction of the mRNA set-
point and the effects of additional Hfq on its properties pro-
vide strong additional supporting evidence for the model
and for the Hfq set-point since the random-order binding
that is necessary for mRNA set-point to occur (note: with-
out random-order binding a dead-end complex could not
occur and decrease sRNA activity) is also required for the
Hfq set-point.

In conclusion, this study advances our understanding of
the kinetics and properties of sRNA regulation in several
ways. First, it highlights the necessity of explicitly including
Hfq and its complexes in models to obtain accurate quan-
titative predictions of the properties and regulation of tar-
get gene expression and sRNA activity. As we have demon-
strated by multiple experiments, the model was able to pro-
vide useful, counterintuitive and specific predictions. This
includes the Hfq and mRNA set-points, which we would
not have investigated and discovered if the models had not
explicitly included the kinetics of Hfq complex formation
and Hfq mediated duplex formation. Second, it experi-
mentally demonstrates that random-order binding of sR-
NAs and mRNAs to Hfq results in distinctly different gene
regulatory properties compared to those expected to oc-
cur with Hfq-independent duplex formation and with non-
coding RNA regulatory mechanisms that have compulsory-
order reaction schemes of duplex formation. For instance
random-order binding is able to produce non-monotonic
responses where increasing the concentration of Hfq, sRNA
and/or mRNA leads to increasing sRNA activity up to a
point followed by decreasing sRNA activity. Third, the sim-
ulations and experiments demonstrate that there is an Hfq
set-point, and this finding should be applicable to almost
every sRNA–mRNA pair that requires Hfq for duplex for-
mation. All sRNAs and mRNAs will likely have low con-
centrations relative to the Hfq concentration at some point
(e.g. when transcription is first turned on, after transcrip-
tion has been turned off, if most of the sRNAs and mR-
NAs are consumed in duplexes, or if the sRNAs and mR-
NAs have weak promoters and short lifetimes) leading to
inhibition of sRNA activity. Fourth, an mRNA set-point
or sRNA set-point may occur due to the formation of dead-
end complexes and this can impact the level of sRNA activ-
ity. Fifth and lastly, the experiments in this study reveal that
sRNA activity is very dependent on the specific conditions
within a cell; this presents a challenge to quantitative analy-
sis of sRNA activity in physiological and synthetic systems
but it also presents an opportunity for fine-tuning and ro-
bust control of gene regulation.
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